A generalisation to the n-dimensional projective space Pn(F) of the perspective case of the Pappus theorem is given. It is shown, additionally, that in such a case the ground field F might be non-commutative.
assumption is that the ground field F is arbitrary, not necessarily commutative.
REMARK. It is known that in such a case for n = 2 the Pappus line passes through the point Hi f\H2-We shall show that an analogous property holds in our generalisation.
Throughout the paper we investigate two sets of points A = {ao,... ,a n } and B -{60,..., b n } contained in two hyperplanes Hi and H2, respectively. Next we assume that there is a point S such that points S, a{, bi are collinear for i = 0,...,n, and that points ao,... ,a n are in a general position. Let k be an integer satisfying the condition 1 < k < n -1. Let I = {0,... ,n}\{i}, J = {j,... ,j + k -1}, J* = I \ J, where j £ I, and I is supposed to be cyclically ordered (consequently J is cyclically ordered). Let 
., S n ).
THEOREM. The dimension of subspace H is not greater than n - 1. First of all, notice that this is the classical Pappus' theorem (perspective case) when n = 2. In fact, we have then two straight lines Hi and H2, seven points ao,ai,a^ G Hi, 60,61,62 G H2, S and six straight lines SQ\ = J(ai,b 2 ), S02 = J{ci2,bi), S10 = J(a0,62), 5i2 = J(o2,60), 52o = J(a0,61), S21 = J(o-i,bo) (of course k = 1). Theorem says that the dimension of the join of points So = SQI PI S02, Si = S10 H £12, S2 = ¿>20 H -S21 is not greater than 1, i.e. they are on a line (Fig.) .
Proof of Theorem. Suppose, in addition, that some of points asay ao, • • •, at-1, are in Hi fl #2-Then a^ = bi for i = 0,..., I -1. With respect to the assumptions it must be / < n -1. On the other hand, 0 < I (the equality I -0 means that none of points a t is in Hi H H^) • By L we denote the set {0,..., I -1}. Of course, L = 0 when I = 0.
Choose in P n {F) an allowable coordinate system in such a way that the j-th coordinate of point a t equals CiSj, the j-th coordinate of 5 equals 5? n and the equation of H2 is Xi~x n = 0, where i -0,..., n -1, j = 0,..., n, Ci 0, and 5j is the Kronecker S. Hence the j-th coordinate of point bi is equal to Cidj, for i = 0,..., I -1, j = 0,..., n. Similarly, for i = I,..., n -1 the j-th coordinate of bi equals c^Sj, j = 0,..., n-1, and the n-th coordinate of this point is equal to c % . We may suppose, without loss of generality, that Similarly, adding the equations of Snj we have
It means that all subspaces Si are contained in the same hyperplane H p :
(n -k) Ei^o 1 x t ~ nx n = 0. REMARK 1. As it was expected hyperplane H p contains Hi N H^.
REMARK 2. Theorem is not true without the assumption concerning the perspectivity of systems ao,...,a n and bo,... ,b n .
REMARK 3. As it can be easily observed the property of commutativity of F was not used in the proof of Theorem. It shows the difference between the general case and perspective case of Pappus' theorem.
